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The radio spectrum is a precious resource that 
underpins various wireless services. It is tradition-
ally regulated by a fixed frequency 
assignment policy, which allocates 

frequency bands to license holders for 
exclusive use. Such a static and rigid 

 spectrum-licensing policy eliminates interference among 
different radio systems in a brutal-force way but results in 

very inefficient spectrum utilization [1]. 
Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) [2], [3]
has been proposed as a promising 
approach to improve spectrum utilization 
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by allowing new wireless systems to dynamically access 
or share the licensed band on a negotiated or an opportu-
nistic basis.

DSA strategies can be broadly categorized into three 
models [3]: dynamic exclusive use model, open sharing 
model, and hierarchical access model. The fi rst model 
 maintains a rigid license-based policy but introduces 
more fl exibility to allow license holders to lease or trade 
their spectrum freely by means of spectrum property 
rights or dynamic spectrum allocation. The open shar-
ing model, also referred to as spectrum commons, em-
braces an unlicensed philosophy and allows peer users 
to have equal spectrum access rights and use a com-
mon spectrum without interfering the others. The third 
 model adopts a hierarchical access structure with pri-
mary and secondary users. It allows the secondary us-
ers to access the licensed spectrum under the condition 
that no harmful interference is caused to the primary us-
ers (licensees). In recent years, the hierarchical access 
model has attracted great research interests because 
of its potential of signifi cantly improving the spectrum 
utilization with minimum changes to the incumbents. In 
this article, we focus on secondary spectrum access net-
works based on the hierarchical access model.

The fi rst fundamental task to design a secondary 
network is to ensure its coexistence with the primary 
network, i.e., the secondary network should control 
its interference to the primary network so that the 
quality-of-service (QoS) of the primary network is not 
signifi cantly degraded. To this end, three approaches, 
namely, underlay, interweave, and overlay, have been 
proposed as the basis for designing secondary net-
works [4]. The underlay approach protects the primary 
services by enforcing a spectral mask on the transmis-
sion power of the secondary users, so that the power 
of secondary signals lies below the noise fl oor of the 
primary receivers. The interweave method exploits the 
temporal or geographical dynamics of the primary sig-
nal occupation and collects the temporary or local fre-
quency voids, referred to as spectrum holes or white 
spaces [2], [5], [6] for the opportunistic use of second-
ary networks. The overlay scheme adopts the interfer-
ence temperature concept [1], [2], [5] and keeps the 
signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) require-
ments fulfi lled at the primary receivers.

Hierarchical spectrum access inevitably leads to 
 complex interference scenarios where secondary signals 
seek to coexist with primary signals in temporal, frequen-
cy, or spatial domains. Before we can design a secondary 
system that fully exploits spectrum opportunities in all 
the above-mentioned three domains, it is a necessary 
step to fi rst simplify the scenario and study the coex-
isting problem in each domain. In this context, spatial 
modeling concerns about the geographical occupations 
of the primary and secondary signals by  considering the 

following three factors: the spatial distribution of the pri-
mary and secondary nodes, the transmission behavior, 
and the radio propagation effects. Since spatial model-
ing takes topology information into account, it is essen-
tial to characterize the relationship between large-scale 
secondary and primary networks and make reasonable 
predictions of the system-level performance.

In this article, we present some of the recent develop-
ments on spatial modeling for all the three types of sec-
ondary networks. For underlay and interweave systems, 
we review some existing spatial models and discuss the 
insights revealed by these models and the implications 
to system design. For the overlay system, a new spatial 
model is proposed, based on which an overlay network 
in the TV band is presented and its performance is test-
ed by simulations.

Underlay System

Underlay secondary systems operate below the noise 
floor of the primary users. The underlay secondary trans-
mission power spectrum density (PSD) is severely con-
strained by a spectral mask so that secondary signals 
appear to the primary receivers as background noise. 
Even with a very low PSD, an underlay secondary signal 
still contributes slightly to the rise of the noise floor. At the 
network level, the powers of multiple secondary signals 
accumulate at the primary receivers, and the aggregate 
interference can become disruptive. Therefore, modeling 
the aggregate interference at the network level is essential 
for designing the unharmful underlay secondary systems.

Aggregate Interference Model
Interference modeling considering a Poisson distribution 
of interferers has been well investigated and can be 
directly applied to model the interference raised by 
underlay secondary networks [7], [8]. A classic model 
assumes an ideal secondary network with an infinite num-
ber of secondary transmitters. The locations of second-
ary transmitters follow a Poisson point process with a 
density parameter la, which denotes the average number 
of secondary terminals per unit area. We assume that the 
probability of a secondary transmitter being active is p. It 
follows that the locations of transmitting terminals also 
form a Poisson process with a density parameter l 5 pla. 
Moreover, it is assumed that all the active secondary ter-
minals transmit with an identical power P according to 
the spectral mask. The secondary signals propagate 

HIERARCHICAL SPECTRUM ACCESS INEVITABLY 
LEADS TO COMPLEX INTERFERENCE SCENARIOS 
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through the wireless channels subject to path loss, shad-
owing, and fast fading and reach the primary receiver as 
interference. It has been found that the probability densi-
ty function (PDF) of the aggregate interference falls into 
the family of heavy-tailed a-stable distributions [8], which 
is undesirable since it suggests a higher possibility of dis-
ruptive interference.

Recently, a modifi ed interference model based on the 
concept of exclusive region was studied in [7] and [8]. As 
illustrated in Figure 1, an exclusive region is defi ned as a 
circular disk centered at a primary receiver with a radius 
L. Any secondary terminal within the exclusive region 
is regarded as a harmful interferer and is forbidden to 
transmit. The PDF of the aggregate interference using the 

modifi ed interference model was fi rst investigated in [7], 
considering only the path loss effects and further stud-
ied in [8] where path loss, shadowing, and fast fading ef-
fects were all taken into account.

Considering only the path loss effects, Figure 2 
shows the PDFs of the aggregate interference power 
with l 5 1 and different values of the exclusive region 
radius L. When L is suffi ciently large, it is found that the 
interference at a primary receiver can be approximated 
by a confi ned Gaussian-like distribution, a much more 
desirable distribution for secondary spectrum access 
systems compared with a heavy-tailed a-stable distri-
bution. Figure 2 provides an insight that the disruptive 
aggregate interference is mainly caused by a small num-
ber of dominant interferers nearby the victim receiver. 
Once these dominant interferers are eliminated using 
an exclusive region, the aggregate interference power 
can be reduced signifi cantly. It should be noted that, 
given certain constraints on the aggregate interference 
power, eliminating a few dominant secondary interfer-
ers within the exclusive region can allow more second-
ary users outside the exclusive region to transmit. In 
other words, the overall secondary traffi c may increase 
if no secondary transmission is allowed within the ex-
clusive region.

Cognitive Ultrawideband System
The most prominent example of an underlay second-
ary system is ultrawideband (UWB). In 2002, the Fed-
eral Communications Commission (FCC) authorized 
the unlicensed use of UWB in 3.1–10.6 GHz with a limit 
on the transmit PSD of 241.3 dBm/MHz [9]. Despite 
such a severe limit, there has been a serious concern 
on the possibility that UWB emissions can interfere 
with many other existing services operating between 
3.1 and 10.6 GHz, especially in the presence of dense 
UWB transmitters.

The recently proposed cognitive UWB systems [9] 
provide a promising solution to implement the concept 
of exclusive region and thereby reducing UWB interfer-
ence to other systems. By sensing the radio environ-
ment, a cognitive UWB device can detect or predict the 
presence of the primary receivers using the following 
three methods. The fi rst approach is to sense the signals 
emitted by the RF front end of the primary receivers due 
to local oscillator leakage [10]. This approach requires 
no modifi cation to the primary receivers but is limited 
to short-distance detection. The second approach is to 
modify the primary receivers to transmit beacon signals 
[2]. The drawback is that some modifi cations of the pri-
mary receivers become necessary. The previous two ap-
proaches seek to detect the primary receivers directly, 
whereas the third approach is to sense primary trans-
mitters and predict the presence of the primary receiv-
ers to be inside the service areas around the detected 
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FIGURE 1 Aggregate interference model: secondary transmitters 
distributed in a Poisson field and a primary receiver with an 
exclusive region of radius L.
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FIGURE 2 PDFs of the aggregate interference power with different 
values of the interference region radius L (secondary transmitter 
density l =1).
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primary transmitters. This approach is less accurate but 
relatively easy to implement.

Interweave System

The interweave approach is based on the idea of opportu-
nistic spectrum access that exploits white spaces, defined 
as the frequency voids unoccupied by the primary sig-
nals. Essentially, the interweave secondary networks 
coexist with the primary networks by operating in orthog-
onal signal spaces. Given the frequency band of interest, 
white spaces exist in both temporal and spatial domains. 
The temporal white spaces refer to the idle periods 
between bursty transmissions of the primary systems, 
whereas the spatial white spaces refer to the areas where 
no significant primary signal can be detected.

Exploiting the spatial white spaces has attracted 
great interest in recent years. A well-known example of 
the spatial white spaces is in TV bands where multiple 
TV channels are interleaved to avoid self-interference 
so that a single channel is only used sparsely in disjoint 
regions. Characterization and modeling of spatial white 
spaces are of great importance for the planning and de-
sign of interweave secondary systems. In what follows, 
we will present a theoretical spatial model recently pro-
posed in [11] that captures the spatial characteristics 
of white spaces in the presence of a large-scale random 
primary network.

Spatial Model for White Spaces
The spatial model considers a random primary network 
on a plane operating on a specific frequency band. The 
locations of potential primary transmitters are modeled 
as a stationary Poisson point process F of density g. To 
avoid or mitigate self-interference inside the primary net-
work, a subset of active transmitters is selected among all 
potential transmitters so that every two active transmit-
ters are spatially separated with a minimum distance of 
dmin. The locations of active transmitters can then be 
described by a Matern hard-core point process Fth [11] 
with a density parameter g and a distance parameter dmin.

It is further assumed that all the active primary ter-
minals transmit with a constant power P. Based on the 
locally perceived primary signal power level, an area on 
the plane can be marked as a black space, gray space, 
or white space. Black spaces can be regarded as service 
areas with suffi ciently high-power primary signals. Gray 
spaces are interference areas where primary signals are 
too weak to support primary services but are still sig-
nifi cant sources of interference. As illustrated in Figure 3, 
by considering a deterministic propagation model (path 
loss model), the black space areas are given by disks 
of radius r around each primary transmitter, the gray 
space areas are given by the concentric disks of radius 
R 1R . r 2  excluding the black space areas, and the white 
space areas are given by the rest of the plane.

The aforementioned spatial model is applied to calcu-
late the area fraction of white spaces on the plane, i.e., 
the mean fraction of white spaces in a unit area. Given g, 
R, and r, an upper bound of the white space area fraction 
is given by [11]

 xU 5 exp e2 R2

R2 1 r2
51 2 exp 32 gp 1R 1 r 22 4 6 f  (1)

and a lower bound is given by [11]

 xL 5 1 2
R2

R2 1 r2
51 2 exp 32 gp 1R 1 r 22 4 6. (2)

With R/r 5 2, in Figure 4, we show the above bounds 
as functions of the primary node density g with different 
values of r. From (1) and (2), we can see that when 
g S ` ,  the upper and lower bounds converge 
t o  limgS`xU 5  exp 3R2/ 1R2 1 r2 2 4  a n d  limgS`xL 5

1 2 R2/ 1R2 1 r2 2 , respectively [11]. When R/r 5 2, we have 
limgS`xU 5  0.64 and limgS`xL 5  0.56. In other words, 
regardless of the primary user density g, at least 56% of 
the plane will be detected as white space. This finding 
is somewhat surprising, since one would generally 
expect the white spaces to vanish when the primary 
transmitter density g is sufficiently large. In [11], it was 
shown that even when R/r increases, the area fraction of 
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FIGURE 3 Spatial distribution of black spaces, gray spaces, and 
white spaces with randomly located primary transmitters.

THE SECONDARY TRANSMISSION POWER 
SPECTRUM DENSITY IS SEVERELY CONSTRAINED 
BY A SPECTRAL MASK SO THAT SECONDARY 
SIGNALS APPEAR TO THE PRIMARY RECEIVERS 
AS BACKGROUND NOISE.
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white spaces will decrease slowly but remain significant 
for a practical value of R/r. 

The above bounds on the white space area fraction 
mainly result from the following three modeling as-
sumptions: 1) two active primary transmitters need 
to be separated by a minimum distance of dmin 5  R 1  r ;
2) the locations of active primary nodes are completely 
randomized; 3) all active primary nodes transmit with a 
constant power P. All these assumptions can be practi-
cal for some wireless networks: the spatial separation 
comes from self-interference constraints, the location 
randomness comes from the mobility of the nodes, and 
the constant power comes from the lack of effective pow-
er control schemes.

Opportunistic Cognitive Radio Network
Opportunistic cognitive radio network [5], [6] as an 
interweave secondary system has been proposed as a 
promising solution to exploit white spaces by means of 
spectrum sensing and adaptive transceiver reconfigura-
tion. On the basis of the aforementioned spatial model, 
we will discuss some design guidelines of opportunistic 
cognitive radio networks here.

First, let us consider a scenario where an opportu-
nistic cognitive radio network seeks to reuse the white 
spaces of a random primary network (e.g., Wi-Fi networks). 
From previous discussions, we have shown that the 

white spaces are spatially fragmented and therefore dif-
fi cult to be reused. If the cognitive radios have similar 
transmit characteristics as the primary ones, introduc-
ing cognitive radio users to share this band would be 
the same as increasing the number and density of the 
primary users. As shown previously, even when the 
primary user density g tends to infi nity, the spectrum 
utilization effi ciency is still low. Therefore, to improve 
spectrum utilization beyond the bounds shown in (1) 
and (2), it is necessary for the cognitive radio network 
to differentiate its transmission behaviors from the pri-
mary system. From Figure 3, we can imagine that if the 
cognitive radio users are able to adjust their transmit 
powers and thereby adaptively fi ll in the fragmented 
white spaces, the overall spectrum utilization can be im-
proved signifi cantly. To decide a proper transmit power 
level, awareness of primary transmitter locations is es-
sential for cognitive radio users. To this end, collabora-
tive spectrum–sensing serves as a promising solution to 
allow cognitive radio devices to share the local sensing 
information and make robust predictions about the sta-
tus of primary transmitters [6].

Let us consider another scenario where a random cog-
nitive radio network is deployed to reuse a block of white 
spaces in a large area, e.g., the white spaces in the TV 
band. Clearly, low spectrum utilization is inevitable if the 
cognitive radio network is designed, similar to the ran-
dom primary network mentioned earlier, with a minimum 
transmitter separation distance, random user location, 
and constant transmit power. Correspondingly, we can 
obtain three guidelines in designing a better  cognitive 
radio network to exploit the block white spaces more ef-
fectively. First, it is desirable to abandon the minimum 
transmitter separation requirement, i.e., to allow the cov-
erage of two cognitive radio transmitters to overlap. In 
practice, this can be achieved by interference cancella-
tion or cooperative communication techniques. Second, 
it is benefi cial to organize the locations of active cogni-
tive radio transmitters to a structured topology. This 
can potentially be achieved by topology-aware medium 
access control (MAC) protocols. Third, as mentioned in 
the previous paragraph, adaptive power control can also 
signifi cantly improve the white space utilization.

Overlay System

The idea behind overlay systems is that secondary trans-
missions are allowed as long as the SINR requirements at 
all the primary receivers are fulfilled. Unlike the underlay 
approach that controls interference with a predefined 
spectral mask or the interweave approach that senses 
and avoids primary signals, the overlay approach aims to 
control the interference experienced by the primary 
receivers. It describes a futuristic, long-term vision of the 
secondary spectrum access systems. So far, researches 
on overlay systems have mainly focused on theoretical 
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THE TEMPORAL WHITE SPACES REFER TO THE IDLE 
PERIODS BETWEEN BURSTY TRANSMISSIONS OF 
THE PRIMARY SYSTEMS, WHEREAS THE SPATIAL 
WHITE SPACES REFER TO THE AREAS WHERE NO 
SIGNIFICANT PRIMARY SIGNAL CAN BE DETECTED.
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aspects. The purpose is to understand the system limits 
and long-term potentials. To this end, some pioneering 
information theoretic work on the channel capacity of 
overlay (cognitive) radio systems was presented in [4] 
and [12]. Recently, a system-level capacity study of a cen-
tralized overlay network was presented in [13].

The interference temperature was proposed by the 
FCC in 2002 [1] as a new metric to assess the  interference 
at the primary receivers. Similar to the concept of noise 
temperature, interference temperature measures the 
power and bandwidth occupied by the interference. 
Moreover, the concept of interference temperature limit 
was introduced to characterize the worst case interfer-
ing scenario in a particular frequency band and at a par-
ticular geographic location. Secondary transmissions in 
a given band are considered to be harmful only if they 
would violate the interference temperature limit. Al-
though the FCC has abandoned its use of interference 
temperature in 2007 because of current diffi culties in im-
plementing this concept, the philosophy behind it is still 
valid, and this concept is still widely used to facilitate the 
research of overlay systems.

The model that describes the interference-tempera-
ture limits is called interference temperature model 
(ITM), which can be presented in either the  frequency 
or spatial domain. Although most of the work in the 
literature characterized the ITM in the frequency do-
main [14], a spatial description of the ITM is of equiv-
alent importance. In what follows, a new spatial ITM 
will be proposed.

Spatial ITM
The proposed spatial ITM is shown in Figure 5. The pri-
mary system consists of multiple primary transmitters 
located along the x axis. Because of radio propagation, 
the powers of primary signals are spread heterogeneously 
over the space. For simplicity, we consider only the path 
loss effects, which are illustrated conceptually in Figure 5 
using straight lines.

Now assume that a minimum SINR is required at a 
primary receiver to successfully recover the transmit-
ted primary information. A service area can be defi ned 
around each primary transmitter to indicate the region 
where primary signals are strong and can be success-
fully recovered. Different methods should be used to 
specify the interference temperature limits within and 
outside the service areas. Within the service area, the 
interference temperature limit is specifi ed to satisfy the 
minimum SINR requirement. More specifi cally, it is given 
by the local primary signal power (in dB) subtracting the 
required minimum SINR (in dB). In contrast, outside the 
primary service area, an interference temperature limit 
is specifi ed to guarantee that an interfering signal with 
the highest allowable power, when propagating to the 
edges of the primary service areas, will have a power 

lower than the noise fl oor. As we can see from Figure 5, 
a spatial ITM is featured by interference temperature 
limits with triangular shapes, making it much different 
from the spectral ITMs [14] where rectangular shapes 
are typical.

The aforementioned spatial ITM clearly shows the 
difference between the overlay and underlay or inter-
weave systems. Compared with the underlay systems, 
an overlay system can dynamically adjust the transmit 
power. Compared with the interweave systems, an over-
lay system allows secondary transmissions not only in 
white spaces but also in black and gray spaces. Based 
on the aforementioned spatial ITM concept, a simple 
example of an overlay system in the TV bands is pre-
sented subsequently.

Overlay Secondary Network in the TV Band
TV broadcasting occupies frequency bands ranging 
from 54 to 862 MHz. Secondary use of TV bands has 
attracted great interest because of the well-known 
underutilization and desirable propagation properties 
in these bands. Currently, the IEEE 802.22 [15] stan-
dardization group is working to establish an inter-
weave secondary system in the vacant TV bands. 
Here, we will present an overlay secondary network in 
the TV band. Compared with the IEEE 802.22 system, 
one of the major advantages of this overlay secondary 
network lies on its ability of operating in the black and 
gray spaces of TV signals.

We consider a scenario where the secondary and TV 
systems use the same frequency band and occupy the 
same geographical area. Both the systems receive inter-
ference from each other. The challenge to design an over-
lay network is twofold. First, the TV (primary) services 
should be protected. This can be achieved by interfer-
ence temperature based power control, where a second-
ary user can sense the local TV signal power, calculate 
the interference temperature limit, and keep its transmit 
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FIGURE 5 Spatial ITM in overlay systems.
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power under this limit. Second, the secondary receivers 
should be able to recover the transmitted secondary in-
formation in the presence of strong interfering TV sig-
nals. Given that the TV signals received by a secondary 
user are suffi ciently strong and can be reliably recov-
ered, the secondary receiver can apply the well-known 
successive interference cancellation techniques to fi rst 
recover and cancel the TV signal from the received 
(mixed) signal, and then process the remaining signal to 
recover the transmitted secondary information.

A simple simulation model was built to illustrate 
the above-mentioned concept of overlay systems 

 operating in black spaces. The block diagram of the 
simulation model is shown in Figure 6. We assume 
concurrent, synchronized transmissions of a second-
ary signal and a terrestrial digital video broadcasting 
(DVB-T) signal in an 8-MHz DVB-T channel. The DVB-
T signal is derived from a standard DVB-T transmit-
ter using 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) 
and a channel coder of rate 2/3. On the other hand, 
the secondary signal is generated from a secondary 
transmitter that employs quadrature phase shift key-
ing (QPSK) with a symbol rate of 6.75 million symbols 
per second. Both the secondary and DVB-T transmit-
ters use 2,048 point orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing (OFDM) modulation, after which the two 
signals are scaled, added, and mixed with the white 
Gaussian noise to represent the received signal at a 
secondary receiver. The power of the received sec-
ondary signals, DVB-T signals, and noise are denoted 
as Ps, Ptv, and N0, respectively. The secondary receiver 
first tries to recover the DVB-T signal based on the 
known DVB-T transmission structure and then can-
cels or subtracts the recovered DVB-T signal from the 
received signal. The remaining signal is further pro-
cessed to recover the secondary information.

Our goal is to evaluate the symbol error rate (SER) 
of the secondary communication link. The two impor-
tant parameters that affect the secondary link perfor-
mance are the secondary signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
 rs 5  Ps /N0 and the primary SNR rtv 5  Ptv   /  N0. In Figure 
7, the SERs are shown as a function of the second-
ary SNR conditioned on different values of the DVB-T 
(primary) SNR. When the secondary signal has rela-
tively small power compared with the DVB-T signal, 
the DVB-T signal can be successfully recovered and 
canceled, so that the SER drops with the increasing 
secondary SNR. However, when the secondary signal 
power reaches a certain threshold, the recovery of 
DVB-T signals become erroneous and the resulting 
SER rises quickly.

Figure 7 suggests that power control at the secondary 
transmitters in an overlay system should guarantee that 
not only the primary receivers are protected from the 
interference but also the secondary receivers should be 
able to successfully recover the primary signal to per-
form subsequent recovery of the secondary information. 
Real-time interactions between the secondary transmit-
ters and primary or secondary receivers are therefore 
desirable to perform such a task.

Conclusions

We have presented some recent developments on the 
spatial models of underlay, interweave, and overlay sec-
ondary networks. For underlay systems, we have studied 
the aggregate interference assuming a Poisson field of 
secondary interferers. The study has justified the 

FIGURE 7 SER performance of an overlay secondary system in the 
presence of high-power interfering DVB-T signals.
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THE PLANNING AND DESIGN OF INTERWEAVE 
SECONDARY SYSTEMS.
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 development of cognitive underlay systems with interfer-
ence avoidance abilities. For interweave systems, we 
have reviewed a recently proposed spatial model and dis-
cussed the guidelines of designing opportunistic cogni-
tive radio networks. For overlay systems, we have 
proposed a spatial ITM and an overlay secondary system 
that operates in TV bands. For all the three types of sec-
ondary networks, spatial modeling is shown to have great 
importance for system level design and evaluation of 
large-scale secondary networks.
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